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GIVEN a projective G-variety V(G a reductive group) and an ample bundle 8 linearising the 
G-action, we relate the invariant cohomology (with values in 6) of V with that of the open 
set V”” of semistable points. We use this to extend established results, to prove the Verlinde 
formula for the dimension of the space of sections of these bundles on the moduli spaces of 
(parabolic, rank 2) vector bundles on a complex projective curve. Copyright 0 1996 
Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the second of a series of papers. We start by recalling the Main Theorem of the first 
paper. First, some preliminaries: 
(1) Let X be a complex projective curve of arithmetic genus g, irreducible and smooth 
but for one node x0. Choose a finite set {yi}r of smooth points on X. Let 2 be the 
normalisation of X, rz : .% -+ X the canonical map, and rr- ‘(x0) = (xl, x2}. 
(2) Fix integers d, k > 0, and also for each i E I integers 0 < Cli < pi < k satisfying the 
condition: dk + Ci(ai + pi) is even. 
(3) Define “weights” { (ai, bi)}, by ai = ailk, bi = pi/k. We constructed in [ll, Appendix 
A] the moduli space @x = %(X, d, { (Ui, bi)}l of (s-equivalence classes of) parabolic tor- 
sion-free sheaves of rank 2 and degree d on X, with parabolic structures at the (yi}l, 
semistable with respect to the weights ((ai, bi)}l. The space %z = %(X,d,((~i,bJ}~} is 
constructed similarly. The definitions can be extended to the case when a4 = b, for 
qEQc1. 
(4) For p = (~1, b), 0 < a < B < k, let %!i be the moduli_space of(s-equivalence classes of) 
semistable parabolic bundles (of rank 2 and degree d) on X with parabolic structures at the 
{ Yi}r and weights { (ai, bi)},, and, in addition, parabolic structures at x1 and x2, both of 
weight (a, b) = (a/k, b/k). 
(5) We defined [l 1, Section 21, up to algebraic equivalence, a natural ample line bundle 
8 = B(d, k, ((Cri, Bi))I) on ax. Analogous bundles 8, can be defined on the %$. 
MAIN THEOREM (Narasimhan and Ramadas [ll]). (A) We huoe a (noncanonical) 
isomorphism 
where p runs through the integers (u, j?), 0 < c( i fl < k. 
(B) Assume g 2 4. Then H’(%x,O) = 0. 
t Part of this work was done during visits to the University of Nice, the ICTP, Trieste, and the University of 
Kaiserslautern. The first visit was supported by the IFCPAR and the third by the DFG. I would like to express my 
warm thanks to all these organisations. 
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In this sequel we remove the restriction on the genus in statement (B). This is done in 
Sections 2 and 5, using a general result (Section 4)-which may be of independent 
interest-comparing the invariant cohomology (with values in an ample G line bundle) of 
a projective G-variety, with that of the open set of semistable points. Also involved is 
a statement (Section 2.1) about the effect of “Hecke transformations” on parabolic bundles. 
It is clear that the dimension of the space H”(ax, 19) can now be computed by induction, 
starting from genus 0, where we can appeal to the results of [2]. This finally yields a proof 
(Section 3) of the Verlinde formula for rank 2, parabolic bundles: 
THEOREM 1. Let the notation be as above, except that X is an irreducible curve of genus 
g > 0, smooth except for possibly one node. Let ni = pi - Cl{, and dejne 
Sij = J 2 . ks2n $1’ + l)(j + 1) k+2 ’ 
Then 
dimH”(%‘x,8) = 5 ‘,_c 
0 
(-l)Jd nSn,,j. 
J-O,....k S?T2”” iez 
The case of genus 0 is covered by Proposition 3.4 below. 
Remark 1.1. The factor (k/2)g reflects the fact that we have not “fixed the determinant”. 
See Proposition 3.7 below. 
Remark 1.2. The factor ( - l)jd is included to take into account the case when the degree 
is odd. 
It should be mentioned that a factorisation rule for “conformal blocks”, defined using 
representations of affine Lie algebras, was first proved in [133. A number of proofs of the 
Verlinde formula have appeared since the first draft of [l l] was circulated, but to our 
knowledge ours is the only proof via algebraic geometry of factorisation. 
To avoid confusion, we emphasise that this paper is concerned with rank 2 bundles and that 
the base field is C. 
2 HECKE TRANSFORMS; THE VANISHING THEOREM FOR g < 4 
2.1. Hecke transformations 
Given a (rank 2) quasi-parabolic bundle (or more generally sheaf) F, one can get new 
ones by a process known as a “Hecke transformation”. Let y, be a “parabolic point”; such 
a point is necessarily smooth, and F is locally free there. The quasi-parabolic structure is 
given by a one-dimensional quotient FYI + Q1 + 0. Consider the sheaf map F + Q1 + 0 
where Q1 is regarded as a sheaf supported on y,. The kernel F’ at this map, which fits into 
the exact sequence 
O-+F’+F-+Q,+O (2.1) 
has a natural quasi-parabolic structure at y,, given by the map Fi, + S1 + 0, where S1 is the 
kernel of the map F,,, + Q1. Note the exact sequence of vector spaces 0 --, 
QI C3&, -+F;, -FYI + Q1 + 0 where K is the canonical bundle of X. 
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Dejinition 2.1. The quasi-parabolic sheaf F’ constructed above will be called the He&e 
transform of F at y,. Given weights 0 d a, < b1 < 1 for the original quasi-parabolic 
structure at y,, we will take a; = 0, b; = 1 - b1 + ~1~ to be the new weights. This defines the 
Hecke transform of a parabolic structure. 
We have 
PROPOSITION 2.2. F’ is (semi)stable ifand only ifF is. 
Proof Suppose F is stable. For simplicity of notation we assume I = (1). Let L be 
a rank one subsheaf of F’. We use the notation of the first paragraph of this subsection. 
We have two possibilities: either L,, = ker{F;, --*S,}, in which case L @ cO(yJ is a sub- 
bundle of F at yl, or L,, + S1 is an isomorphism. In the first case we have 
2 x degree L + 2 < degree F + bI, implying 2 x degree L < degree F’ - (1 - b,). In the sec- 
ond case 2 x degree L < degree F’ - bI implying 2 x degree L < degree F’ + (1 - b,). This 
proves stability of F’ with respect o its parabolic structure. If F were only semistable the 
strict inequalities would be replaced by inequalities, and we would have that F’ is semist- 
able. 
The proof of the converse is similar. q 
Remark 2.3. (1) The Hecke transform has an inverse Dualising the sequence (2.1) we get 
O+F” +F’” +{K,,@Q1}” +O (2.2) 
where { }” denotes the dual. From this it is a simple matter to recover F with its 
quasi-parabolic structure. (Note that torsion-free sheaves on X are reflexive.) 
(2) There is a certain degree of freedom in the choice of weights for the Hecke transform. 
What is relevant is that b; - a; = 1 - (b, - aI). 
It is clear that one can define the Hecke transform of a family of parabolic sheaves (flat 
families yielding flat families, and (semi-) stability being preserved). Thus, given i0 E I we get 
a morphism Hi,, : @ (X, d, w) --t @(X, d - 1, o’) (which is in fact an isomorphism by Remark 
2.3(l)) where w’ is defined according to the rule in Definition 2.1 (only the weights at 
yi, being changed). Given data (d, k, Cli, pi), we define new data (d’, k’, ai, /?j) by d’ = d - 1, 
a:, = 0, & = k - pi0 + tliO, the other numbers being unchanged. The following proposition 
follows easily from the definition of theta bundles and properties of the determinant bundle 
of a family. (The notation is that of [l 1, Remark 2.71). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
H,*,e(d’,k’,ai,Bi,yi,, - Bio) = Qd,kai,Bi). 
2.2. Vanishing Theorems 
We now state the strengthened versions of the Vanishing Theorems of [ 111. (The proofs 
are deferred to the last section.) We first do this for Theorem 6 of that paper. 
THEOREM 2. Assume J 2 1, and that ifg = 1 the points yi,y are chosen generically. Then 
H’(@f, e+-) = 0. 
We turn next to Proposition 6.12(2) of [ll]. The variety BL is defined there. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. H’(BL, t3,) = 0 provided that if g = 0 the points yi, y are generically 
chosen. 
We can now state generalisations ofTheorems 7 and 8, respectively, of [ 111. The prof of 
Theorem 4 is analogous to that of Theorem 2 above. As for Theorem 3, this follows from 
Theorem 4 precisely as in [ 1 l] Theorem 7 follows from Theorem 8. (Lemma 6.5 of [l l] 
continues to hold in our context.) 
THEOREM 3. Assume g > 1 and that ifg = 1 the points yi,y are generically chosen. Then 
H’(ax,O) = 0. 
THEOREM 4. H’(gP, 0,) = 0, provided that if i = 0 the points yi, y are generically chosen. 
3. THE VERLINDE FORMULA 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The dimension of the vector space H”(4?Lx, 0) is independent of the curve 
and the points yi,y, provided that if g = 1 the points yi, y are generically chosen. Here 
X denotes a curve which is either smooth or nodal with one node. 
Proof: In genus 0 this is proved directly in [2]. In higher genus we argue as follows. 
Suppose X, is a flat family of irreducible (Ill-pointed) curves of genus g, parametrised by 
t E S, with S some smooth affine curve. One constructs a relative moduli space of parabolic 
sheaves as follows (cf. [12]). Consider a suitable relative Quot scheme, and construct over it 
a relative locally universal family W/S. A group scheme over S acts on the semistable points 
of a/S, yielding a relative quotient. Since we are working in characteristic zero this is 
a universal categorical quotient [ 12, paragraph above Remark 93 and the fibre at any t E S 
is the corresponding moduli space Qx,. Since each fibre @!x, is irreducible this is a flat family 
of moduli spaces. The theta bundle can be constructed on the total family - it is clearly 
flat over S. Note now that H1(Qx,, 0,) = 0 (by Theorem 2 in the case X is smooth and 
Theorem 3 otherwise). The result is now a consequence of the semicontinuity theorem, 
[8, Theorem 4.2(e)]. 0 
Notation 3.2. V(g,d, k, {ni}) = dim H”(ex, 0), where ni = pi - tli, where if g = 1, we 
mean the generic dimension. 
The next result follows directly from Proposition 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.3. Fix i. E I, and let pi z k - ni if i = i. and fii E ni otherwise. We have 
V(g,d, k, (ni}) = v(g, d + 1, k, {fit}). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. 
Proof: This is proved in [2] for the case of even degree. For the odd degree case the result 
follows easily from the even degree case using Proposition 2.4. We remark that the key 
result of [2, Proposition 11, proved there by (infinite-dimensional) differential geometric 
methods, can in fact be proved by algebraic-geometric methods, replacing the space of all 
connections by a suitable locally universal family of bundles. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by induction on the genus. By Proposition 3.4 the 
result is true if g = 0. 
We have 
= j=z,, x(V) Ug - 1~4~91~i~j~j>) 
9 . 
where the first equality follows from [ 11, Main Theorem (A)] and the second uses Lemma 
3.3. We can now use Lemma 3.5 below to check that induction indeed works. 0 
LEMMA 3.5. For 0 < a, b < k let 
Then 
s,, = J 2 . n(a + l)(b + 1) - k + 2 ‘m k+2 ’ 
1 s&=1. 
b=O,...,k 
Proof: The claim is equivalent o 
c 
cosz n(a + l)(b + 1) 
k+2 
_ sinZ n(a + l)(b + 1) 
b=O,...,k k+2 =-’ 
which can be rewritten as 
c cos2 
a(a + l)b _ sin2 Na + l)b o 
b=O,...,k+l k+2 k+2 = ’ 
This in turn is equivalent o 
Re c i exp 
2rci(a + 1)b o 
b=O,...,k+l k+2 = I 
which is easily checked by summing the geometric series. 0 
Remark 3.6. Note that the parabolic moduli space on P’ can be nonempty even if the 
number of parabolic points is two. In fact the moduli space (for d even) is a point if the 
difference bi - a; is the same for the two points, and empty otherwise. 
The following result, shown to us by R. Donagi, connects the “fixed determinant” case 
with the case we have been dealing with. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a smooth curve, and L a line bundle of degree d on it. De- 
fine Y4x to be the moduli space of parabolic bundles with determinant L. Let 
VL( g, d, k, {ni}) E dim H”(Y%x, 0). Then 
Ug,d,k(ni}) = r i‘) ’ G.(g,d,k{ni}). 
Proof: Consider the map Det : YQx x J! + Bx given by the tensor product. This is 
a principal %,-bundle, where, for 1 a positive integer, Yl is the group of line bundles of 
order 1. Clearly, the action of X2 lifts to Det* 0 and 
dimH’(%x,8) = dimH”(Y%x x J$,Det*@‘“‘. 
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Since Pic”(Y%cx) is trivial (cf. [ll, proof of Lemma 6.41) the pull-back bundle is a product 
of line bundles coming from the two factors. In fact Det* 8 = 8i @ & where o1 is the 
restriction of 8 to ~Y!J~, and & is a line bundle algebraically equivalent o Oj2k. On the other 
hand 
where x runs over the set of characters of x2, and, for a character x, L, denotes the flat line 
bundle on %!x associated to x. We claim that the bundles 9 @ L, have each the same number 
of sections. Granting this claim we have 
V,(g,d,k, (Q)) am = dimH’(Det*@ 
= dim H’(Det, Det* 6) 
= c dim Ho{6 @ L,) 
= 22g dim H’(Det* 0) 
which proves the proposition. 
We turn now to the claim. Note that the line bundles L, are all algebraically equivalent 
to the trivial bundle. Let S be a smooth curve and let Ls be a line bundle on %!!x S 
connecting L, and 0. Consider the bundle es = 0 8 Ls. Pulled back to Yax x Jt x S, this is 
the form 8’ s zz 0r x (0,)s where (0,)s is a line bundle on J$ x S. Note that each (6,),, s E S, is 
algebraically equivalent to 0j2“ and hence ample. By the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem, 
H’(@,),) = 0, and this yields by Kunneth, constancy of the dimension of H”(Y”&Cx J$, 0:). 
This shows that Det, Det* 8, is a vector bundle on Qx x S. The group z2 acts (algebraic- 
ally) on this bundle, and the subsheaf of invariants is a vector sub-bundle. This proves the 
claim. 0 
4 GIT AND INVARIANT COHOMOLOGY 
The basic reference for this section is [6, Section 123 - we have retained much of the 
notation and definitions of that work, except for the replacement X -+ l? 
We consider the following situation. Let Y be a smooth projective variety on which 
a reductive algebraic group G acts, and suppose 8 is an ample line bundle to which the 
action lifts. 
The following theorem summarises the results we will need from [6]. 
THEOREM. Fix a power off? which is very ample. Then: 
(1) There exists a purtia~~y ordered set B of u~rtuul one-purameter subgroups of G, and 
locally closed, G-invariant, smooth subvarieties S, c V, /3 E B such that V = UBE&(disjoint 
union) and S, c U 8, ) B S,. . Zf /I = Pa, the trivial one-parameter subgroup, then S,, = V”“. 
(2) For each /I E B there exists a closed subvariety Z, c V, a locally closed subvariety 
Ys c V containing Z,, and a retraction pg: Y, + Z,. The varieties Ya and Z, are smooth. 
(3) There exists an integer r > 0 such that r@ corresponds to a one-purameter subgroup 
A : G, -+ G, and x E YB t$ and only if lim, _,. J&)x E Z,, and the points ofZ, are fixed by G,. 
(4) We have S, = GYT, where YT E p; ‘(Zff) and semistability on Z, is dejined with 
respect to a certain polarisation (depending on p). 
Let f denote the normal bundle of S,, and 9 a G-invariant sub-bundle of a (positive) 
tensor power of 9+. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Any invariant section of p 0 8 on S, vanishes if/I # /I,-, (i.e. ifs, is not 
the semistable stratum). 
Proof Any invariant section is determined by its restriction to YF. The proof of the 
above theorem is based on the Bialynicki-Birula decomposition theorem [1, Theorem 4.33, 
which in fact yields further that the action of G, on the normal bundle vr of Yr along Z; is 
by characters t H t’, 1 < 0. The same is therefore true of its action on the normal bundle 
vs to Sr, since vs is a quotient of vr. Also the action of G, on e along Zy is by the 
character t H t- qw (On e-l the action is by t I-+ tqcr8), cf. [6, pp. 146,154].) Here q is . 
a G-invariant map from the set M(G) of virtual one-parameter subgroups of G into the 
(nonnegative) rationals which restricts, given any complex subtorus T, to an inner product 
on the Q-vector space M(T). The proposition now follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G, act on on the afine line Ai by (t, z) E G, x A, H t,. Suppose given 
a vector bundle (of rank r) to which the action of G, lifts, and suppose the action on the jbre 
above the origin is by characters t H t’, 1 < 0. Then any invariant section vanishes. 
Proof Trivialising the vector bundle, one can suppose that the lifted action is 
(t,z, v) E G, x Ai x C’ ~g(t,z)v where g is an (r x r) matrix-valued cocycle. Suppose there 
exists a nontrivial invariant section: this corresponds to a vector-valued function w satisfy- 
ing 
w(tz) = g(t,z)w(z). (4.1) 
Suppose the first nonzero derivative of w at the origin is the nth. Differentiating (4.1) n times 
with respect o z and evaluating at z = 0 we get t”w’“‘(0) = g(t, O)w(“)(O). This contradicts the 
assumption of the lemma since the action on the fibre at the origin is by t ~g(t,O). 0 
THEOREM 5. Suppose V”” c V, c V, where K is an open G-invariant subvariety of V. Let 
codim V,\Vss = j. Suppose that the following condition holds: 
(*) Zf S, n K # 8, and codimSB = j then S, c V,. 
Then Hj- 1 (K, e)inv = Hj- l( p, e)inv. 
Proof: Let V; = V”” u UBEB, S, where B1 is the subset {/I E B 1 S, n C: # 8, 
codim S, = j}. Since codim(V,\V{) > j + 1, v and V; have the same cohomology up to 
degree j - 1 and it suffices to prove the theorem with V, replaced by Vi’ (cf. the following 
paragraphs). 
Let Y = V;\V”“. For simplicity assume Y = S,, for some fl, with S, irreducible. If Y has 
many components the proof is easily modified. 
Consider the sequence in local cohomology 
0 -+ H”( v;, e) + H”( V”“, i) + H;(e) 
+ H’(V;,8) + H1(VSS,8) -+ H;(& --) . . . 
By [S, Theorem 11.61 the local cohomology groups are G-modules and the morphisms in 
the sequence are G-morphisms. By a module one means here a (possible infinite-dimen- 
sional) vector space with a dual action in the sense of Mumford [9, Ch. 1, Definition 1.23. 
(Even though such a convention is not explictly states in [S], the proof of the quoted 
theorem makes it clear that the action is such.) Applying the Reynolds operator we get 
0 + H”( V;, ,@nv + H”( I’““, @‘v + H;@)‘“’ 
+ H 1 (V;, ,+‘v + H’ (V’“, ij)inv + H;(i)inv + . . . 
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Since Vi is CM and codim Vi\ I”’ = j, the local cohomology groups Hi(i) vanish for 
i < j, and we have the exact sequence 
0 + Hj-l(V;,i)inv + Hj-i(Fss,i)inv + H’,(g)‘“‘. 
We will show that Z&6)‘“” = 0. 
By [3, Theorem 2.81 this local cohomology group is the direct limit 
inv 
for any invariant sheaf of ideals 9 defining Y in V;. We take 9 to be radical; this 
corresponds to taking the reduced structure on Y. 
Consider, for N any positive integer, the exact sequence 
with y” = 0. From this we see that it suffices to show that Ext’(9N/9N+1,@‘v = 0 
for every N 2 0. From the local-global spectral sequence we see that 
Extj(~NN/.#N+i, @nv = HO(f$Xcj(~N/~N+ 1,G ))inv. The bxt sheaf is in fact supported on Y, 
and as such 
&tj =SNY@detY@6 
where Y is the normal bundle of Y. Applying Proposition 4.1, we obtain the desired 
vanishing. 0 
5. THE PROOFS OF THEOREM 2 AND PROPOSITION 2.5 
We will use freely the notation of the previous paper [ 111. 
5.1. Coahensions 
The restriction on the genus in part (B) of the Main Theorem [ll] arose from 
codimension considerations. In this section we refine the codimension computations of 
[ 11, Section 6d] under the assumption: 
(H) bi - ai < l/2 Vi E I. 
Later when these bounds are applied, we will be able to ensure (using Hecke transforma- 
tions) that the parabolic weights are such that (H) is satisfied. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that condition (H) holds. Assume further that 4 > 1. 
(1) The complement in gss of the set k of stable points has codimension 2 2 unless 
(i) g = 1, d odd, and &(bi - ai) = 1, 01 
(ii) g = 1, d even, and xi + i0 (bi - ai) = bi, - ai, for some i. E I, or 
(iii) g = 1, d even, 111 = 0, or 
(iv) S = 2, d eoen, and II 1 = 0. 
(2) The complement in 9, of the set ass of semistable points has codimension 32 unless 
(i) g = 1, d odd, and Ci(bi - ai) < 1, or 
(ii) g = 1, d even, and xi + i0 (bi - ai) < bi, - aio for some i. E I. 
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Proof. We examine the proof of Lemma 6.14 of [l l] and find that the complement, in 
both cases, is covered by a number of sets, labelled by (d,, R,), of codimension greater than 
or equal to 9” - 1 + IRll + 2di - d, with 2dl - d 2 CR, (bi - ai) - CR, (bi - ai), where 
“ 5” signifies that the inequality is strict in case (2) of the lemma. Using (H) we see that the 
codimension satisfies the inequality 
g + !$! + 1 (bi - ci) 2 codim + 1. 
R2 
Clearly this proves the lemma when g 2 2, and we can assume $j = 1. The rest of the proof is 
by direct checking. cl 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume condition (H) holds. Assume further that g > 1 $111 = 0. 
(1’) The complement in ~‘ss\~I u B,z of the set @Is of stable points has codimension >2 
unless 
(i) g = 0, d odd, and Ci(bi - ai) = 1, 01 
(ii) g = 0, d eoen, and xi ~ i0 (bi - ai) = bi, - ai, fir some i0 E I, 01 
(iii) g=O,deoen,III=O. 
(iv) Q = 1, d even, and I II = 0. 
(2’) The complement in A? of the set kss of semistable points has codimension 2 2 unless 
(i) g = 0, d odd, and Ci(bi - ai) < 1, 
(ii) g = 1, d even, and xi z i0 (bi - ai) < bi, = ai, for some iO E I. 
Proof: We examine the proof of Lemma 6.15 of [11] and find that the complement, in 
both cases, is covered by a number of sets, labelled by (r,sl, sZ,dl,R1), of codimen- 
sion >j - 1 + lRll + 2dI - d + r’ + 2s for a certain function r’(r,s), where s = s1 + s2. In 
turn we have 2d, - d 2 2r - 2~ - 2 + CRt (bi - ai) - CR, (bi - ai). (AS in the proof of the 
previous lemma, “ 5” signifies that the inequality is strict in case (2’) of the lemma.) If the 
codimension is one or less we get s1 = s2 = 0 (i.e., the sheaves involved are torsion-free) and 
g $1. The proof of the lemma is now by direct checking. 0 
5.2. The proofs of the vanishing theorems 
In this final section we give the proofs of Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 6 of [ll], we have to deal with two 
polarisations, corresponding to two sets of parabolic weights o and 6. We will distinguish 
the corresponding sets of semistable points by using appropriate subscripts. For example 
we will from now on refer to gss as W:. 
Clearly we can assume that the weights o satisfy condition (H). From the definitions one 
checks easily that this is equivalent o assuming that the weights W satisfy the condition. 
We distinguish two cases. We deal first with the case (cf. Lemma 5.1) when 
(*l) the complement in 8; of the set & of stable points has codimension 22, and 
(*2) the complement in 8, of the set WY of semistable points has codimension 2 2. The 
excluded cases are treated in Proposition 5.5. 
One verifies, using Lemma 5.1, that these conditions imply, because of assumption (H), 
(*l’) the complement in 4: of the set &J of stable points has codimension 22, and 
(*2’) the complement in 2, of the set 82 has codimension 22. 
We examine the proof of Theorem 6 of [ 1 l] and find that the assumption about genus 
was used in two places: (a) in appealing (in the fifth of five equalities) to [l 1, Lemma 6.31, 
where we used the fact that in &z the complement of 4: had codimension > 1, and (b) in 
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asserting that 
~l(&“ss,~)inv = ~l(&;,~)inv. (5.1) 
Clearly the use of [ll, Lemma 6.31 is still valid because of (*l’), so it remains to show that 
(5.1) still holds. 
Consider the local cohomology exact sequence (cf. the proof of Theorem 5 below) 
Now, H~F,~~(i+v = 0 since codim &;F\&z > 2 and the variety &r is Cohen-Macaulay. 
As in the Proof of Theorem 6 of [l l] we have that Zf ‘(&g, @‘v = 0, yielding 
H’(&@nV = 0. 
To conclude that H’(&z, 8)inv = 0, we need to show that H&,+(@‘v = 0. To apply 
Theorem 5 in our situation we would have to compare the stratification of Section 4 with 
the canonical stratification [4], as done in [7]. We find it simpler to repeat he arguments of 
the last section with the canonical stratification. 
We know that &r has a canonical stratification &r = UsEsc S; (disjoint union), and we 
let g;. = @’ u UBEB; Si where B’, is the subset {/I E 99” 1 codim S; = 2). Clearly it suffices to 
prove the theorem with &, replaced by 6;. 
The strata of the canonical stratification are labelled by paris (d,,J) with dl an integer, 
and J a subset of I. A point (0” + E + 0, E,, + Qi + 0) of 4, is in the stratum SE, with 
B = VI, J), if 
(1) E has a line sub-bundle L1, with degree dl, and J c I is the set of i such that the map 
(Lr),, + Qi is zero, 
(2) 2pardegree L1 > par degree E, where par degree L1 = dl + CJ bi + CJp Ui(J’ = Z\ J), 
and 
(3) L1 is the (necessarily unique) line bundle of maximal parabolic degree among all 
such. 
We will let Lz denote the quotient bundle (by L,). 
Consider the following condition. 
# For any point (0” + E + 0, E,, + Qi + 0) in a codimension 2 stratum, supp- 
ose L1 is the parabolic line sub-bundle of maximal parabolic degree. Then 
H’(L,( - x1 - x2 - x)) = 0 for x E X. 
By choosing the integer n large enough (cf. [ 11, Appendix A]) we can assume that # is 
indeed satisfied. 
Given a codimension two stratum as above, let d2 = d - dl, and nj = dj + 1 - G. Let 
Qj denote the Quot scheme of rank 1, degree dj, quotients 0”’ + Lj + 0, and let Qj, r denote 
the (smooth) open subset of locally free quotients satisfying H’(Lj( - x1 - x2 - x)) = 0. 
We have an immersion 
Q l,F x &,F - 4,; 
the image will be denoted Z;. We will denote by Y; the subvariety of S; defined by the 
condition: the map On1 -+ L2 is zero, where we think of 0”’ as a subsheaf of 0” in 
the “standard” way, writing 
0” = 0”’ Qg @I”‘. (5.2) 
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Thus, given a point of Y; we have a diagram 
o- 0”’ - 8” 4 c!F - 0 
4 bI 4 
o- Ll LE ~Lz-O 
We let b’ denote the restriction of b to Co”* with respect to the splitting (5.2). Clearly 
c = p 0 b’. It is obvious how to define the map pi: Yi + Zj. 
Clearly Zi c YE and SE = GL(fi) Yj. We will now exhibit a one-parameter subgroup 
J. which will retract Yi to Zi. For t E G, let A(t) be the automorphism of Con which acts 
trivially on the first factor in the decomposition (5.2) and by multiplication by t in the other 
factor. 
Consider the one-parameter family of quotients (with t E G,) b, : 6” -+ E --) 0, defined by 
b, = b 0 L(t). On the other hand consider the flat family of bundles E” parameterised by the 
affine line Al, defined by the exact sequence (with t E A,): 
O+E-+E@L2pLp0 
where d(u, w) = p(u) - tw. We have 
9”’ oLonz aEl+o 
where e(s, u) = (i 0 a(s) + tb’(u), c(u)), and a commutative diagram (for t # 0) 
0”’ @ 0”’ a E” - 0 
where f; defined by f(u, w) = u, is an isomorphism. 
This shows: 
(1) The limit, as t + 0, of the family of quotients b, is the quotient 0”’ @ 
0”’ aL1 OL2 +a 
(2) The one-parameter group acts on L1 0 L2 trivially on the first factor, and by 
t-t-l on the second factor. 
(The fact (2) needs careful checking, from first principles!) Now the fibre of the theta 
bundle at the limit point is the one-dimensional vector space 
(det H”(L1))-k(det H1(Ll))k(L1): 0 @ (L,)!,eB’ 0 @ (L,)~;-“8 
I icJ’ 
0 (det H”(L,))-k(detH’(Lz))k(LJ~ 0 @ (L&-” 0 8 (Lz)!I-~’ 
L isJ 
From this it is clear that 1 acts on the fibre by t w tknz-‘-k”“~~ai’~~~B1. ut the exponent 
can be rewritten as k/2( - par degree E + 2 par degree L2), and is therefore less than zero. 
Consider now the action on the normal bundle of Sj. The fibre of this is 
H’(L;‘L,) @ @i,J(Ll)yT’(Lz)y,, and the action is by t ++td2-dl+1-g-iJi, where again the 
exponent can be checked to be negative. 
All the ingredients are now in place to imitate the proof of Theorem 5. 0 
We turn now the cases excluded in the above proof. We will first consider the case when 
# = 1, d odd, and Ci(bi - ai) c 1. Parabolic stability is equivalent o ordinary stability in 
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this case, and the moduli space is just a fibre product of P’-bundles over the usual moduli 
space, which itself is isomorphic to J E JR. 
We explicitly construct the moduli space, taking d = - 1; in this case J is naturally 
isomorphic to r?. Let 9 be the ideal sheaf of the diagonal A in 2 x J. One checks, using the 
exact sequence 
o~dip+Lo+0*-+o (5.3) 
that H’(9) is one-dimensional. Let 0 + _Y --t 8 + 0 + 0 be the nontrivial extension. Then 
I is a flat family of rank two bundles on _% parametrised in J. In fact this is the moduli space 
of stable bundles of rank 2 and degree - 1. Consider the projective bundles P(b,,) for i E I, 
let pi denote the corresponding quotient line bundles. It is clear that @Z is the fibre product 
Using (5.3) we see that the determinant bundle det RnJ8 is trivial, and therefore 
LEMMA 5.3. H1 (P, 0) = 0. 
Proof: It is clear enough to show that the direct image on J has no first cohomology 
(since the first direct image is zero). We have 
(7cJ)*8 = @ {S~~-VY~ 0 Y;,-fil} 0 9;. 
L 
Using the exact sequence 0 + _Y,,, --+ b,, -+ 0 + 0 we see that it suffices to show that 
for pi - Cli > Ii 2 0. Note that for x E 2, 9x is the ideal sheaf of x. Since the points yi and the 
point y are smooth and the canonical bundle of _? is trivial, the vanishing follows from the 
fact that 
C{k-pi+Ii}+l<O 
for fii - C(~ 2 Ii > 0. (Note that Cipi - Cli < k.) 0 
Remark 5.4. Note that the above vanishing is valid even when Cifli - Cli = k (even 
though P is no longer the moduli space %x) for generic choice of the points yi and y. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Assume (H) holds but one of the assumptions (*l) or (*2) fails to hold. 
Then H’(@a,B,,-) = 0, provided that ifs” = 1 we take yi,y to be generic. 
Proof. Suppose first that assumption (*2) is not valid. Then one of the he conditions of 
Lemma 5.1(2) must hold. In case (i) holds Lemma 5.3 proves the vanishing, and the other 
case is equivalent o this via a Hecke transformation. 
Suppose now that assumption (*l) fails to hold. Then one of the conditions of Lemma 
5.1(l) must hold. In cases (iii) and (iv) the result follows from the explicit description of 4%. 
(In case (iii) the moduli space is P’, and in case (iv) a P3 bundle over the Jacobian [lo]). 
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Finally suppose # = 1, d odd, and Ci(bi - Ui) = 1. (The other case will follow via 
a Hecke transformation.) We will first suppose that 111 2 3. Then one can check that upto 
codimension 3 subsets @k = P, and the result follows from Lemma 5.3. If 1 I( < 2 then in fact 
I I I = 2 and Lemma 5.9(i) below applies. 0 
Remark 5.6. (1) The above proposition is valid even if 2 were a nodal elliptic curve. 
(2) The restriction, in Theorem 2, that the points yip y are generic for i = 1, was made to 
cover cases in the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 5.5. It is probably not 
necessary. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. The proof parallels that of Theorem 2. We assume as before 
that condition (H) holds. Consider first the case when the following assumptions hold: 
(*3) The complement in &Is of the set &‘SS\&l u &)2 of stable points has codimen- 
sion 22, and 
(*4) the complement in 2 of the set g/S’ of semistable points has codimension 22. 
The proof of Theorem 2 can now be adapted, except for obvious changes of notation. 
We omit the details, except to note that even though 8’ is not smooth, the relevant 
canonical strata are local complete intersections. 
If (*3) and (*4) do not hold we appeal to Proposition 5.7 below. cl 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Assume (H) holds but one of the assumptions (*4) or (*5) fails to hold. 
Then 
H’(gL, f3+?) = 0, provided that $8 = 0 we take yiyy to be generic. 
Proof: The proof is along the lines of the proof of Proposition 5.5, the use of Lemma 5.1 
in that proof being replaced by that of Lemma 5.2. 
The case i = 1, d even, and )I I = 0 is covered by Lema 5.8(ii) below. Thus we can assume 
that g = 0. In this case YL = 9. An examination of the proof of Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 
6.5 of [ll] shows that H’((&x,8,,) ‘2 H’(9,13,). (Only the injection is asserted there.) 
The result is now a consequence of Remark 5.6(l). 
(Note that if g = 0, d = - 1 and 1 I) = 0, B is naturally isomorphic to 2.) 0 
LEMMA 5.8. Assume (H) holds. 
(i) H’(f?&,8) = 0 ifg = 1, d odd, and 111 = 2 and Ci(bi - ui) = 1. 
(ii) H’(9L,89) = 0 ifg = 1, d even, and 111 = 0. 
Proof: The proofs are similar. Note that in case (a) bi - ui = l/2. In either case we first 
check directly that the conclusion of Lemma 6.3 of [11] holds. Next we note that in these 
cases the duulising sheaf is proportional to the theta bundle. This yields the vanishing 
theorem directly without having to compare different polarisations. 0 
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